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HISTORY

360° expertise and 40 years of experience

Since 1970, Gricar has been formulating and manufacturing food and dietary supplements, herbal nutraceuticals and medical devices in both solid and liquid form.

Born from innovation research, expertise, obstinacy and passion of its founder, Pharmacist Marisa Contini, the firm has nurtured those features, making them the distinctive characteristics of its staff.

A mix of human relationships and industrial culture enabled us to create a highly skilled team with business units dedicated to meet every need of the customer and with continuously updated and improved production facilities.
Full service partnership per far crescere i nostri clienti:

- Studio e Sviluppo di formulazioni nuove e complete in conformità alle Normative vigenti.
- Consulenza normativa per la Notifica presso il Ministero della Salute Italiano.
- Preparazione dei dossier tecnici per la Notifica/Registrazione presso le autorità dei paesi di commercializzazione dei prodotti.
- Studio delle soluzioni del packaging primario.
- Sviluppo della grafica e dei testi del packaging.
- Stampa del packaging e del materiale di presentazione commerciale del nuovo prodotto.
- Fornitura del prodotto finito, pronto per la vendita.
NEW IDEAS FOR NEW BUSINESS

SERVICES

Full service partnership to support our clients’ growth:

- Study and development of new and complete formulations in accordance to the current Regulations.
- Regulatory assistance for the Registration with the Italian Ministry of Health.
- Development of the technical files for the Registration with the Authorities of the countries, in which the products are commercialized.
- Research for primary packaging solutions.
- Elaboration of packaging artworks and texts.
- Printing of packaging and promotional materials of the new product.
- Provision of ready-for-sale finished products.
Creatività, soluzioni e qualità

INTEGRATORI ALIMENTARI
- BLISTER - PILLOLIERE
- BUSTINE - STICK PACK
- FLAONCINI MONODOSE E PLURIDOSE
- FLAONCINI CON EROGATORE SPRAY
- FLAONCINI CON CONTAGOCCE

PROBIOTICI
- BUSTINE - STICK PACK - CAPSULE

DISPOSITIVI MEDICI
- SOLIDI, LIQUIDI E CREME

COSMETICI
- TUBETTI, FLACONI
- FLAONCINI CON EROGATORE SPRAY

Creativity, solutions and quality

FOOD SUPPLEMENTS
- BLISTER PACKS - PILL CONTAINERS
- SACHETS - STICK PACKS
- SINGLE-DOSE AND MULTI-DOSE BOTTLES
- BOTTLES WITH SPRAY NOZZLE
- BOTTLES WITH DROPPER

PROBIOTICS
- SACHETS - STICK PACKS - CAPSULES

MEDICAL DEVICES
- SOLIDS, LIQUIDS AND CREAMS

COSMETICI
- TUBES, BOTTLES
- BOTTLES WITH SPRAY NOZZLE
Qualità totale nel rispetto delle GMP per il settore integratori alimentari

Ogni formula viene sottoposta a test di stabilità sia del prodotto stesso che dei materiali di confezionamento.
Ogni lotto o sub lotto di produzione prevede dei prelievi campione per verificare la coerenza del prodotto.
Ogni prodotto è corredato da una scheda tecnica di conformità e da parametri di rintracciabilità.

Total quality according to GMPs for food supplements

Every formulation undergoes a stability test, both for the product itself and for the packaging material.
For every manufacturing lot or sub-lot, samples are taken in order to evaluate the product compliance.
Every product is equipped with an analysis certificate and traceability parameters.
A multidisciplinary team to manage every phase of the customer’s request.

Always paying attention to the innovations of raw materials, semi-finished products, intermediate and final packaging, Gricar, thanks to its multidisciplinary team, manages the customer’s request throughout three phases that often happen at the same time:

**FORMULATION AND MANUFACTURING:** in this phase, we compile the nutritional facts, select the raw materials suppliers, do the stability tests and check the palatableness of the product and its conformity with the good manufacturing practices.

**REGULATORY:** we verify everything in order for the product to be regular, check the expendable and authorized ‘claims’, fulfill the necessary registration procedures in Italy or abroad.

**PRODUCT PRESENTATION:** simultaneously another part of the company realizes graphic layouts for the packaging, develops the promotional materials and creates the final package.
MODALITÀ OPERATIVE

Explore, understand, propose
Translating customers’ requests into reality, by listening to their ideas, by understanding their objectives (therapeutic or commercial) and by considering the feedback derived from preliminary meetings and through our technical and marketing staff brainstorming sessions. Offering knowledge, confidentiality and expertise in the fields of development, industrialization and production.

Realize, innovate, accelerate
Identifying a unique and innovative course of action for the production of the tested product in its development, efficacy and use. This course is fulfilled in as little time as possible and respects all of the national and international laws and regulations.

Assist, evolve, grow
Offering assistance and continuity even in post-production in terms of improvements, product line extensions, marketing and legal compliance review. All of this is achieved thanks to our team of scientists, technicians, marketing managers and graphic designers, who are able to give a complete 360° service to our clients. It is for this reason that we have been able to maintain our many client relationships over the years, and our clients have grown together with us.
LABORATORI

PRODUZIONE

● 3000 MQ DI PRODUZIONE SUDDIVISE IN SOLIDI E LIQUIDI
● AMBIENTI DI PRODUZIONE SEPARATI PER FORMA FARMACEUTICA.
● AREE DI CONFEZIONAMENTO DEDICATE
● AREE DI PRODUZIONE AD ATMOSFERA CONTROLLATA PER LA GESTIONE DI TEMPERATURA E UMIDITÀ RELATIVA.
● AMBIENTI IN SOVRA E SOTTOPRESSIONE PER EVITARE CONTAMINAZIONI
● ASPIRAZIONE CONTINUA PER ABBATTIMENTO POLVERI REPARTO SOLIDI
● SETTORE PRODUZIONE COSMETICI DISTACCATO.

LABORATORY

PRODUCTION

● 3000 M² OF PRODUCTION DIVIDED IN SOLIDS AND LIQUIDS
● SEPARATED PRODUCTION ENVIRONMENTS
● AREAS DEDICATED TO PACKAGING
● PRODUCTION AREAS IN A CONTROLLED ATMOSPHERE TO CHECK TEMPERATURE AND RELATIVE HUMIDITY
● POSITIVELY OR NEGATIVELY PRESSURED SPACES TO AVOID CONTAMINATION
● VACUUM SYSTEM FOR DUST REDUCTION IN SOLID MANUFACTURING
● DETACHED PRODUCTION OF COSMETICS
UN’EQUIPE AL SERVIZIO DEL CLIENTE

Una riunione alla settimana
Settimanalmente lo staff Gricar, dai tecnici al commerciale alla logistica, si riunisce per confrontarsi sulle situazioni in essere, su eventuali criticità e su possibili soluzioni da attuare. Ciò permette di ottimizzare risorse umane attivando sinergie di collaborazione fra i reparti coinvolti e di servire il cliente molto più velocemente.

Più briefing per ogni cliente
Costituiscono i momenti in cui dal confronto con il cliente nascono le soluzioni per la realizzazione dei prodotti e dall’incontro fra i reparti le modalità per realizzarli. Tecnica, creatività e organizzazione si incontrano.

Mille formulazioni ogni anno
La media delle formulazioni realizzate ed eseguite dal nostro staff è di circa 1000 prodotti l’anno, seguiti in ogni fase di sviluppo e lavorazione con lo scopo di ricercare e sviluppare nuove formule, nuove fasce di utilizzo, nuove presentazioni e forme farmaceutiche innovative.

A TEAM AT THE SERVICE OF THE CLIENT

A weekly meeting
The Gricar staff, from technicians to logistic coordinators, meets once a week to discuss current clients and theirs state of affairs, critical situation and possible solutions. This gives us the ability to optimize our human resources, by creating a synergistic collaboration between the involved departments and offer prompt service to our clients.

More briefing for every client
These moments with the clients are where solutions for the realization of products are born, and, thanks to the staff meetings, we can determine the course of action to realize them. Technique, creativity and organization come together.

1000 formulations every year
On average, our staff formulates and produces around 1000 products each year. Every phase of development and manufacturing is carried out within the scope of the research and development of new formulas, new uses, new product presentation and innovative pharmaceutical forms.